The Snoopers
Original title: De Pottenkijkers

How far can research go? Where does privacy end in a society obsessed with revealing everything? Is shit still a taboo? Snoopers is a fictional documentary about a secret laboratory that studies people in public toilets and examines everything that gets flushed.

CREDITS
DIRECTOR: Jolien Haesen
WRITER: Jolien Haesen
CAST: Silke Dilliën, Stefan Suetes, Sanne Heylen, Roderik Bösendell, Robin Adriaensen, Rik Van Eynde, Marc Van Den Eynde, Jo Meylemans, Hugo Mellaerts, Bob Coenen
EDITING: Jolien Haesen

TECHNICAL SPECS
RUNNING TIME: 5' 29"
AVAILABLE IN: 2D
ASPECT RATIO: 16:9
SOUND FORMAT: stereo (2.0)
COLOUR: Colour
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